2. The reader holds the card up to their face with the moustache facing the guessers and reads the clues, one at a time, pausing between clues.

3. All guessers try to guess who the famous moustache belongs to. Shout out the answer if you know it! The guessers are allowed one guess per clue.

4. If someone guesses the correct name they score the points shown next to the clue they correctly guessed on. Write this score on the piece of paper under their name.

   If no one is able to guess correctly after all five clues then the reader will draw another card and start over.

5. The round is over and it is now the correct guesser’s turn to be the reader.

Winning the game
The first player to get 15 points wins the game!

OTHER: Epic ‘Stache! — There are five Epic ‘Staches in the deck. These are the most legendary moustaches of all time! Guess one of these and get epic points!
Ha! Ha! Moustache.
Name That ‘Stache™ Game
Ages 14+ • 2+ Players

Contents
50 Ha! Ha! Moustache.™ cards and one sticker.

Setting up the game
Shuffle the deck of cards and place them moustache-side-up in the center of the playing area. Write all players’ names on a piece of paper; this will be used for scoring.

Object of the game
The guessers are shown a famous moustache and are given clues, one at a time, regarding the person the moustache belongs to. Guessers will score more points the sooner they guess. The first player to get 15 points wins.

How to play a round
The player with a moustache will be the card reader first. If more than one person has a moustache then you are all awesome. Otherwise, the hairiest player will be the card reader first.

1 Each round starts with the card reader drawing the top moustache card from the deck.

(Continued on back)